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Summary

Milo² Mina°ík tackles the problem of evolutionary Hardware/Software Co-Design, that

is, the design of microprogrammed systems and their optimization with respect to various

parameters, such as area, speed and power consumption. In the proposed framework,

unlike previous works, programs and hardware are designed and optimized concurrently,

and also the di�erent parameters in the optimization are considered at the same time.

Even if the candidate plainly states that he is dealing with �small� systems �for very

speci�c problems�, the goal is de�nitely an ambitious one.

The candidate devises a platform to model the system, and de�nes mechanisms allowing

an evolutionary algorithm to manipulate it. Citing the Mina°ík's own words, the experi-

mental evaluation eventually demonstrates that the method �seems promising for further

exploration�.

The publication record consists of four high-level, international conference papers be-
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tween 2011 and 2017, all published by a renowned editor. Such a result demonstrates

the high quality of the research, and clearly identi�es Mina°ík as an �expert� in the �eld.

All contributions appeared in conferences whose main topic is evolutionary computation

rather than electronic cad, hinting that these ideas, while demonstrably valid, are not

mature enough for industrial application, yet.

In conclusion, the candidate brought a fresh and original contribution, linking more �rmly

the �elds of evolutionary computation and computer aided design � a quite remarkable

work showing the potentiality of new technologies. I have no doubt maintaining that

Milo² Mina°ík meets all requisites for the Ph.D. title conferment.

Detailed comments

The Ph.D. thesis is organized as an introduction followed by a main body, concluded by

two extensions, not completely integrated into the core.

Background

Mina°ík gave a nice, readable, and fairly complete overview of the state of the art.

As each single topic, namely Evolutionary Computation, Hardware/Software Co-Design,

Bio-inspired hardware systems deserved volumes and volumes in the scienti�c literature,

a single chapter may appear far too concise. However, the subjects have been chosen

wisely to show the more recent and relevant trends.

Main Core

In the basic design, the parts a�ected by the evolution are the registers size and numbers,

although indirectly, as when a size is zero it is not used; and the modules' functionalities.

Every register can be connected to every module through multiplexers.

The evolutionary core is described as a linear genetic programming by its author, a

sensible choice, although it could have also been boldly de�ned a generic evolutionary

programming, as it is able to handle far more complex genomes. The algorithm described
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implements two classes of operators for tweaking the hardware and the software. Even

inside the same class, mutation operators are quite di�erent considering the extent of

the modi�cations they may introduce. To handle such a variety, I presume, Mina°ík

activates them with variable probability. The mechanism, simply called �Operator Usage

Counters�, is de�nitely worth mentioning. The record of mutations' outcomes is recorded

inside each individual, and it is not a global property of the population, as usual. In

my opinion, the e�ect of this endogenous activation probabilities would deserve further

analysis.

Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are per se a di�cult task, and in his work Mina°ík

tackle four values simultaneously: the area and power consumption, numeric quantities;

the functionality, turned into a numeric value by considering the hamming distance of the

produced output sequence; time constrain, a boolean value smoothed through a penalty

function. Such a �tness is de�nitely complex, and having being able to handle it is a

remarkable achievement.

I would have been curious to see how the simpli�ed problem of tweaking existing code to

better exploit modules could be solved. Perhaps considering the work that appeared in

literature under the name Genetic Improvement.

Connected Modules

Mina°ík tackles the problem of ordering modules, and resort to the partially matched

crossover operator, well-known for solving the traveling salesman problem. I wonder if

the candidate also tries di�erent order-preserving crossover operators, and with what

results.

As the candidate used the Newton-Raphson division as a testbench in his paper Evolution

of Iterative Formulas Using Cartesian Genetic Programming, I wonder why a comparison

is not discussed in the thesis.
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Deactivated Modules

In the last extension, Mina°ík focuses on optimizing performance by disabling modules

in context of individual microinstruction. This is probably the less integrated section

of the thesis, although it lies de�nitely under the same umbrella of �hardware/software

concurrent optimization�, and its applications are of uttermost relevance.

Experimental evaluations are reported on two case studies: the implementation of a

sigmoid, and an image �lter. Excellent results are reported in both cases.

Prof. Giovanni Squillero
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